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Abstract-
A new network is invented or a class of delay tolerance network in which some device which is carried by the users in their daily life and can pass message when they get opportunity, hence network is called opportunistic network. Opportunistic network use the concept of relay to transmit data between source and destination. By relay means that use of intermediate nodes between source and destination for providing communication between them. As there is no fixed infrastructure or topology is present in this network. So there are various issues in this network namely Routing and Privacy. In this paper we studied the working and performance of opportunistic network with multi hop relaying technique. In muti hop relaying technique the two nodes communicate with the help of intermediate node where the distance between these two nodes greater than the range of these nodes. But there are several issue with these nodes like packet loss, throughput.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A new network is invented or a class of delay tolerance network in which some device which is carried by the users in their daily life and can pass message when they get opportunity, hence network is called opportunistic network. It is formed by the nodes having capability to support this network, the nodes are connected wirelessly. The nodes are mobile or stable so no fixed infrastructure is present in this network and this network can work even in disconnected environment. Every node have a finite range in which they can communicate or can forward the message. A node can forward a message only when any other node comes in his range. The nodes have to store the message until another node is not come in his range. All nodes have to work in the store-carry-forward manner in this network. In this network, group of intermediate nodes help to send a message from source to destination. Nodes have no predefine topology of the network, two node might be or never connected, no fix route between two node is use to send message. Network topology may change due to activation and deactivation of the node. If destination node is not in the range of source node then it passes the message to the nearest node in its range and so on node by node closer to the destination. This network is very easy to implement in any situation or any environment like war and disaster prone areas where communication is for short time and needs very quickly. In such environment we have less time to implement the network topology or to make an infrastructure. At such a location or time this network is very useful to facilitate the user to communicate.

Working of Opportunistic Network

In opportunistic network, communication opportunities (contacts) are intermittent, so an end-to-end path between the source and the destination may never exist. One of the possible solutions to resolve the above issues is to exploits node mobility and local forwarding in order to transfer data. Data can be stored and carried by taking advantage of node mobility and then forwarded during opportunistic contacts. The following three steps show working of opportunistic network.

1. Message forwarding to an intermediate node by source
II. RELATED WORK

Jia Jianbin, et. al(2013) studied that hop count is an important parameter for routing strategies in wireless network. Particularly in the opportunistic networks, due to the intermittent connectivity between mobile nodes, it imposes great impact on the delivery performance. In the previous works there are papers either claimed that two-hop is enough, or claimed that more hops increase the delivery delay. All of those conclusions are well justified under their specific assumptions and conditions, but the factors arising towards multi-hop benefit have not be well investigated

Chaintreau et.al(2006), studied the transfer opportunities between mobile devices carried by humans by analyzing several user traces. They found that the distribution of the inter-contact time of a pair of devices, i.e., the time gap between two successive contacts, follows approximately a power law distribution. Also present a preliminary analysis of 2 user traces with a focus on statistical properties like node degree distribution and topological properties like cluster occurrences.

Papaj Jan et. al (2012) discussed to find that the opportunistic network as a most challenging evolution of MANETs. Opportunistic network provide possibility to exchange message between nodes even in disconnected mode by forwarding the message packet to the neighbor node by the selection algorithm of opportunistic network, and message is move closer to the destination node. They introduce the basic security issues, described and there are displayed basic security mechanism and algorithms, they find that a strong and robust security solution is needed to transmission of data between source and destination node. In this article they present the security key issues and challenges. They find opportunistic as the promising technology for the next generation mobile network, if in future someone found a robust and secure routing technique in this network. But this is a difficult task due to absence of knowledge about the network topology.

L. Lilien et. al(2006) introduced a new paradigm and a new technology, which we call opportunistic networks. An opportunistic network grows from its seed—the original set of nodes employed together at the time of the initial oppnet deployment. The seed grows into a larger network by extending invitations to join the oppnet to foreign devices, node clusters, or networks that it is able to contact. A new node that becomes a full-fledged member, or helper, may be allowed to invite external nodes. All helpers collaborate on realizing the goals of the oppnet. They can be employed to execute different kinds of tasks, even though in general they were not designed to become elements of the oppnet that invited them. Oppnets, as an epitome of pervasive computing, are subject to significant privacy and security challenges, inherent to all pervasive systems. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to define and investigate opportunistic networks.

L. Pelusi et.al(2006) discussed an overview of opportunistic message forwarding and routing techniques that is use by a user to communicate with other user of the same network. Opportunistic message forwarding supposes an end to end communication between to or more
communication pattern but without any fixed infrastructure or direct path between the end points. In such situations routing is very difficult, in opportunistic network data forwarding and message forwarding is the same thing. In this article they also demonstrate the routing approaches use in this network.

D. Nain et.al(2006) studied about the Mobile Relay Protocol. MRP has been conceived to integrate pre-existing ad hoc routing protocols and manage message forwarding when no route towards the destination node of a message is found and the application that has generated the message can tolerate some form of extra delay.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In Opportunistic network no fixed infrastructure is present and the message is forward through many intermediate nodes, there may be a selfish node which is not interested to forward the message to a particular destination, or the user doesn’t want to show his identity when want to communicate or send message to a particular destination, then it is risk to the privacy of user or the packet dropped by the selfish node.

Also the content of message is also access by the intermediate nodes, so there is a problem that how to encrypt the message and share a key between source and destination without showing it to intermediate nodes.
1. No Fixed Infrastructure is present.
2. Message is passes through many intermediate nodes.
3. Intermediate nodes may or may not forward the message i.e. risk of loss of packet.
4. Message should be kept secure from intermediate nodes.

IV. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
The proposed network and the privacy based methodology are implemented in NS 2.35. NS (network simulator) environment is one such facility which lends a high performance language for technical computing. It uses the standard of network and show like actual outputs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Terrain Area</td>
<td>800 m × 800 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Time</td>
<td>6 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC Type</td>
<td>802.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Traffic</td>
<td>CBR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routing Protocol</td>
<td>AODV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Payload</td>
<td>1000Bytes/Packet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Nodes</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Sources</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Simulation Parameters

V. SIMULATION SETUP
We consider some cases to show the problem.

Case 1: Communication is successful like normal scenarios. Every node do his work properly, no intermediate node wishes to stop the communication. Here the only concern is to protect the data confidentiality by using a efficient encryption scheme.

Case 2: In this network the intermediate node have a problem to send or forward a message of a particular destination or the message from a particular sender.

CASE 1:
Figure 3: Network design for normal scenario (without any concern).

Network is divided into two clusters (presented by color). Node 2 is the stable node of cluster having yellow color and Node 9 is the stable node of cluster having black color, both stable nodes is presented by pink color.

Node4 (source) from cluster wants to communicate with node 11 (destination) of another cluster.

Figure 4: Sharing message with mobile node (intermediate node).

Now source node forward the message to Nodeβ (mobile node in network) when both are in communication range.

Figure 5: Message forward to the destination.

Nodeβ change its location and come in the communication range of node 7, hence forward the message to node7, and node7 pass to the destination (both are in communication range). As above figures shows that message is successfully reaches at destination, this is because no intermediate node interested to stop the communication between source and destination. The nodes who want to do this called selfish node. Selfish node drop the packet of a particular destination to whom he don’t wishes to forward.

CASE 2:

Figure 6: Message forward to a mobile node (intermediate selfish node).

In this network the source is same (node 4) but the destination is change. As like the previous case Node4 forward the message to Nodeβ, as both are in communication range. If user identity is shown to all, then it causes many problems. Some users do not want to explore their identity while using the network. In this network the message is only forward when both nodes are in the communication range, so when a node forward a message packet then it location is also identify such that the Node x and Node y meets at the location at a particular time.
Node β drops the packet of the destination Node10 hence communication is not complete between source and destination.

**Figure 7:** Destination information analyzed by selfish node.

**Figure 8:** Packet drop by selfish node.

Node β drops the packet of the destination Node10 hence communication is not complete between source and destination.

**VI. SIMULATION RESULTS**

1. **PACKETLOSS**

**2. THROUGHPUT**

**4. Delay**

**VII. CONCLUSION**

Opportunistic network is suitable for providing communication where end to end path may never exist. Opportunistic network follows the store-carry-forward mechanism i.e a node gets the data.
from other data which is in the range of that node and store and carry it until it find another node to which it can forward it, i.e Opportunistic network is entirely depend upon intermediate node for providing communication between two nodes, it is known as Really, but there are several issues related with intermediate node like Packet loss, Integrity of data etc, which should be handled to provide secure communication
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